Introduction.
Let A be an infinite matrix defining a sequence to sequence summability transformation by (Ax) = 2, >x a ,x,. Hence, Ax is in / provided that x is in the domain of A. The difficulty is that we must ensure the convergence of 2. a. k(\xui-\ when n < m. To achieve this we must choose a subsequence |k(z')S of \k(i)\ so that for each 72 < 7?2, S. a f^x ... converges, while |x .
the row sequences are bounded, the proof will be completed by the following lemma.
Lemma. //, for each n less than m, \a AT. is a bounded sequence, then there exists a sequence x that is not in I such that S, a x converges for each n less than m.
Proof. Let M denote lim sup, \a ,|, and assume-without loss of cen-
We may also assume that the a , 's Theorem 3. // pQ > 2 2fe2l pk, then lNp = ll.
A particular example of Theorem 3 is seen in case p is a geometric sequence: more precisely, if p,., < Po$~ ~ > then Zm = Z .
The Euler-Knopp means ( [1] , [6] , and [9] ) are given by
A straightforward application of the Maclaurin series expansion of (1 -z) shows that each column sum of E converges absolutely to l/r provided that 0 < r < 1. If 0 < r < 1, then lim E [n, n] = 0, so E~ is not an l-l matrix.
We summarize this as follows: for 4 sufficiently large.
Finally, we remark on the conspicuous absence from our study of the very familiar Cesàro means. The fact is that they are not l-l methods. For, if a> 0 and cp(t) = 1 -(1 -t)a, then H , is the Cesàro mean of order a [6, p. 275] . But clearly fj t dcfeit) is divergent, so by Theorem 5, Ca is not an l-l method.
